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The Abascal Method is a unique diet that has taken an island in the Pacific Northwest by storm.
Some 15% of the adults on Vashon have taken the Abascal Way TQI diet classes; I have dropped
85 pounds and am in a position to exercise once again. This simple but sophisticated diet quickly
reduces pains and aches, boosts the symptoms of persistent illnesses, ignites weight loss, and
increases wellbeing. In Michael Overlake's words: "I came to class overweight, my joints ached, I
experienced psoriasis, IBS, and my blood pressure was uncontrollable even on medication." For
the first time, these amazing classes are now available in book form. Ronald Singler MD, Medical
director of the Highline Medical Group recommends Abascal Method classes: "Kathy Abascal
teaches evidence-structured, well researched classes on the nourishment human bodies and
minds need. Today, my doctor says I am no more diabetic, I no longer use insulin or any
additional medication. a diet today heading viral in Seattle and in the united states." Dr." Rex can
be an motivation: "I weighed over 300 pounds, was a sort 2 diabetic on over 100 products of
insulin a day time, and may not exercise. The facts, strategies, recipes, and purchasing hints are
practical and well-prepared. This is actually the best nutrition class I have ever experienced.
Instead, it offers an incredibly satisfying, effective, and healthful way to quickly improve both
health and appearance. All who have taken the class possess thanked me. The Abascal Way fits
all: It works for carnivores and vegans, for mainstream American and traditional ethnic diet
plans. So far, I have not had to pay up. 8 weeks later, I have dropped 22 pounds, I am pain free,
my IBS is gone, my pores and skin is definitely clearing, and I am off hypertensive medicine and
my blood pressure is normal. For some particularly stubborn, medically needy friends, I
promised to cover the class if indeed they were dissatisfied. Calories aren't counted and portions
aren't limited. I recommend the classes to family members, friends, colleagues, co-employees,
and patients.
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My feeling is definitely that the foods and proportions provide so much nutrition that your
appetite is satisfied. It may look a little intimidating initially ... This diet program worked for me
and my friends as advertised. We experienced a lessening of pain from inflammation within a
week. They turned me to the Abascal Method, and I've gotten a ton of happiness and inspiration
from it since checking out these ideas. If you're looking to lose weight this is a very healthy 'way'.
Having taken the course, I got this pertaining to my . Great recipes. You'll be doing more 'self
treatment' prep & cooking food. If you're utilized to freezer to microwave meals, fast food or
prepackaged diet program meals it could be a challenge to enter the swing. But well worth it in
my opinion.. Please note it includes a small cookbook which is not always apparent from the
description. Many of my webpages were falling out in clumps. I didn't abide by it religiously &.
Depending on your current eating and cooking patterns, TQI may present some challenges. Good
Info, Needs better bninding This is actually the best "diet" book that I've read. It gives you the
guidelines and then explains the why behind them. It is easy to understand and follow. Don't
know if we are just difficult instances or why we would be however the positive thing is definitely
that we're eating more healthy, the disappointing issue is that neither folks have experienced the
beautiful results that apparently others have! ALL THE BEST & I ordered two sets and it's really
the same on both. I've also go through where people stated a significant change within their
bodies with regard to less discomfort, etc. Big Question Mark We are in the third week of the
elimination phase and are considering doing this stage for an extra week. I didn't want hip
replacement surgery thus a dietary change sounded good. I've read testimonials where people
stated they lost pretty huge amounts of weight, not for us. Probably they want a better
printer/binder so that the quality would match what you will purchase in a store., not so
around.My only complaint is in the produce of the reserve, not all the pages get bound. The thing
we miss most is having a decent cup of coffee each morning since there is absolutely no sugar or
sugar substitutes allowed no dairy creamer.When vacationing, it's hard in order to avoid wheat
and dairy and sugars. To be honest we've not noticed any significant adjustments. I've changed
my diet weeks a . A reserve that not merely educates us in nourishment but also gives us some
fantastic recipes. Would love to take among her classes. Was having hip pain because of arthritis.
I didn't want to have hip replacement medical procedures so a dietary switch sounded good.
Fortunately, there are so many other fabulous cookbooks out there that you can use, once you
get the plan principles in your thoughts. my hip discomfort os gone! I've not followed the reserve
exactly but have positive results. I don't know the science behind this but the results are great. I
think anyone can do this. It isn't hard & Good Health. still am better. This is very helpful to
reduce irritation &. I'm back on the elimination stage (another reviewer spoke of periodic
"reboots," and that's what I'm doing right now). I'm not saying it fixes everything, arthritis is
usually arthritis, but am saying it really helps. The book occasionally made my eyes glaze over
with detailed explanations, but I took it slow as I think it's all important info.. In the event that
you truly need the dietary plan, and know it, just do it. There's far more to it, but that alone is a
big enough shift in a lot of people's diet plans to create a significant effect in health, excess
weight, and well-being.. We consume way too much meat, wheat, dairy, sugars, and junky
processed foods.. Duh. Abascal advocates a short shift to not simply nutritionally neutral foods,
but foods that actually will help the body heal itself. Food as medicine. After a strict preliminary
phase (which is only three weeks), other foods can be slowly attempted to discover what could
be tolerated rather than in maintaining optimal well-being.I am steadly losing weight (in regards
to a pound weekly) since adopting the Abascal principles. I'm not very disciplined about it and
I'm still shedding. If I were really extreme about following a plan, I understand I'd lose quicker,

but I wish to change my very existence in a sustainable method, and my improvement seems
correct for me. I have eliminated dairy and wheat and sugars. I've been mostly vegetarian,
anyhow, for years, so these changes were doable for me. Giving up cheese and nice treats is
initially difficult to do, but being sick and fat is harder.. Have no idea if this is worth it yet, verdict
continues to be out! Very difficult. I'm away from home about a third of that time period, so it's a
concern I'm dealing with. I try to seek out places to eat that have plenty of vegetarian or actually
vegan options, or give interesting fresh salads and seafood.I'm definitely enjoying my entire life
more, these times, shedding pounds and feeling more essential as time goes on. If I'm at a
celebration or special event, I simply do my better to minimize the poisons and do not worry too
much. Lifestyle is for experiencing, I say. It mostly functions. If you're searching for a new
thought process about food which will help you love life more, too, I recommend The Abascal
Way. The best choice I ever made It changed my life improved my health. I got over it.. Healthy
future very interesting browse and assists in a wholesome future. Therefore we are unwell and
overweight.. One caveat: I don't believe the accompanying cookbook can be all that great (except
for the breakfast muffin recipe). I was hesitant to start out, but when I browse "the elimination
diet plan was 3 weeks" I figuured I possibly could do any factor for 3 weeks.. pain in your joints!
Exceptional recipes.Our government's recommendations for eating are away of whack, I really
believe, victim of effective food and farm lobbies pressing their products..The breakfast muffins
are excellent and helpful to have on hand if you are in a rush. My feeling is definitely that the
foods and proportions offer so much nutrition that your hunger is satisfied.. Even if all of the
background research doesn't interest you, I recommend at least trying out the simplest part of
this diet program: proportional meals and snacks. Having taken the course, I got this for my
friend since mine was filled with notes :) Research structured and scientifically founded text.THIS
DOES INCLUDE THE COMPANION COOK BOOK (not really clearly indicated on the website). So
helpful! Delivered extremely fast and the utilized 2 book set was in excellent state. Very
informative. Obviously written. It may seem a little intimidating initially but it's really extremely
flexible. I might buy this again for presents. At each meal, assure that you eat at least two-thirds
fresh, whole veggies and fruits. My fault for purchasing. I am combining what I am learning out
of this with acupuncture treatments to help a pain condition. Balanced, rational, holistic I'm a
long-time medical journalist and have read more dietary info than I care to admit. Kathy distills
everything down in a logical, rational manner. Most importantly: The TQI strategy is a sane,
balanced, holistic way to consume that addresses multiple health concerns.. You will have to
plan ahead in regards to to shopping, meals prep, and cooking. Eating out can be tricky. You'll
face your challenges--we all do. A whole lot of science to take, but with a few simple steps that
can change lives My Seattle family got into Abascal because of rallying around a very ill family
member who's trying to accomplish some serious therapeutic.and I did not start the dietary plan
as a wt reduction program I just had poor health and today am better my chloresterrol
transpired from 298 to 207 My Kidney function imoroved 90% My total feeling and spirit is
excellent. I've changed my diet weeks a go & Thanks a lot, Kathy! I wish more folks knew about
TQI A Much Needed Book for right now This is what we are in need of at this time.. I’m sure it’s
fine but the diet itself is not going to work for me.. Very yummy!.and in 5 months I lost 31 #.
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